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October/November 2014 
 
 
 EDC 1015 – October/November 2014 – Previous examination paper 

Question Correct answers and explanations 

1 Option 4 is correct (pp.16) 

2 Option 3 is correct (pp.16). 

3 Option 1 is correct (pp.16). 

4 Option 3 is correct (pp. 16) 

5 Option  1 is correct  (pp.33). 

6 Option 3 is correct.  (pp.22). 

7 Option 1 is correct. 

8 Option 2 is correct. Democracy promotes open societies. 

9 Option 3 is correct (pp.49). 

10 Option 1 is correct (pp.50). 

11 Option 2 is correct. 

12 Option 2 is correct (pp.55). 

13 Option 1 is correct  (pp.57). 

14 Option 3 is correct (pp.58). 

15 Option 2 is correct (pp.56). The philosophy has its roots in spoken tradition. 

16 Option 3 is  correct (pp.57). 

17 Option 3 is correct (pp.58). 

18 Option 2 is correct (pp.94). 

19 Option 2 is correct (pp.84). 

20 Option 1 is correct (pp.94). 

21 Option 2 is correct (pp.94). 

22 Option 1is correct. 

23 Option 3 is correct (pp.74). 

24 Option 1is correct (pp.77). 
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25 Option 2 is correct (pp.68). 

26 Option 1is correct (pp.77). 

27 Option 4 is correct (pp.74). 

28 Option 2 is correct (point 4 on pp.104). 

29 Option 2 is correct (point no. 5 on pp.104). 

30 Option 1is correct (pp.106). 

31 Option 2 is correct (pp.106). 

32 Option 3 is correct (pp.114). 

33 Option 1 is correct (pp.117). 

34 Option 2 is correct (pp. 114). 

35  Option 3 is correct (pp.116). 

36 Option 3is correct (pp.131). 

37 Option 3 is correct (pp. 130-131). 
38 Option 4 is correct (pp.135). 

39 Option 2 is correct (pp.135). 

40 Option 2 is correct (pp.131). 

 

                                                                      

 

                                                                               SECTION B 

QUESTION 1: ESSAY QUESTION 

 A young woman (Mary) heading a family/ taking the responsibilities of an adult while she is still immature and 

inexperienced in playing that role. 

 Being a care-giver at a tender age (caring for a young brother and a sister) 

 There is no food on the table- going to bed hungry at times (food security challenges) 

 Mary is still too young for the so demanding responsibility. 

 Indecent clothing (do not have a proper uniform and clothing). 

 Balancing school work and domestic chores is a challenge hence school life is compromised. 

 Due to lack of adult support and hindrances in doing the school work the girl has high chances of failure- making 

the situation vicious cycle. 
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MOTIVES OF USING FEMINISM TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 

             Feminism would be used to solve this predicament/problem because: 

 It focuses on destroying sexual stereotyping. 

 It creates a bigger place for women in the world. 

 It rejects the view that women are inferior to men 

 It focuses on the struggle of African women 

 It questions and challenges the status quo (critical rationalism and critical theory) 

 It gives young women like Mary enormous psychological and moral power. 

 Mary has been let down and robbed by death of her parents her situation needs her to be assertive and fight for 

her success. 

 Like a feminist she must not give up. 

DISCUSS FEMINISM 

NOTE: When discussing a concept or a topic you have to be objective. Give facts for and against or strengths 

and weaknesses. 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 

 Define feminism 

 Describe forms of feminism 

 African feminism 

 British and American feminism 

 European feminism (Marxism/ Existentialism 

 Islamic feminism 

Common ideas/ perspectives in all forms of feminism 
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 Sexual stereotyping 

 Creating a bigger place for woman in the world 

 Repeating the view that women are inferior to men 

The woman movement in Africa focuses on the struggle of African women to create a space of independence and dignity 

against triple layers of oppression namely: 

 Oppression created by colonialism. 

 Western patriarchal culture. 

 African patriarchal culture. 

 

 Independent feminist voice that will perpetuate the tradition of female involvement in African societal affairs: 

 A critical response 

 Focuses on the politics of gender and the power relations between men and women. (masculinity vs Femininity) 

First-wave feminism (American and British) 

 Focus on the right to vote and that women should be equal before the law  

 Questions traditions (critical rationalism) 

 Challenges all forms of power (critical theory) 

 Look at reality objectively e.g. social reality 

Feminist Christian theology 

 Ask who said God was male? 

 By insisting on the masculinity of God, we seem to worship maleness rather than the invisible and essentially 

unknowable God. 

Basics of feminism 

 Women are people in their own right 

 Women should reject men’s definition of what makes a woman valuable. Women’s happiness does not depend 

on having a romantic or marital relationship with a man. 

Feminism key question: who says the male is the norm? 

NB. If we ignore feminism we will live in a state of barbarity rather than civilisation. This is because women, rather 

than men, bring stability; harmony and higher forms of culture e.g. music and art to human society. 

How to use Feminism to solve Mary’s problem 
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Feminism will be used to: 

 Motivate/inspire Mary to develop high self-esteem and confidence 

 Mary should be told that she has to be assertive, courageous and strong because she has the capability to do 

anything 

 She should not despise or look down upon herself 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Advantages and disadvantages of feminism 

 It encourages women and men to re-examine their value system. 

 Gives women enormous psychological and moral power. 

 Help rescue traditional marriages that are failing. 

 Bring alternative ideas to social problems. 

 Gives women courage. 

 SECTION C: PARAGRAPH QUESTIONS 

How would you explain the principle of Ubuntu in African philosophy to the learners in your class to alleviate 

bullying?    [4] 

 Start by defining: A human being is a human being through other human beings. 

 Recognise that the human self exists and develops only in relationships with other people. 

 Examples of Ubuntu: caring and sharing, forgiveness and reconciliation 

 People with value of Ubuntu are non-violent but they are tolerant and accommodating 

 They commit themselves to peaceful co-existence inspite of their differences 

 People with values of Ubuntu do not have feelings of revenge, but desire justice, peace and harmonious co-

existence. 

Question 2 

Mention and explain the methods of enquiry employed by African philosophy. Give four proponents of African 

philosophy.      [12] 

Methods of enquiry employed 

 Ethnic philosophy- the philosophy which contains people’s view of life and African ability to criticise its 

traditions. Consists of the religious and moral beliefs of the African continent. Looks at the wholeness of human 

beings. 
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 Sage/Wisdom philosophy- focuses on the people who have wisdom and intelligence in the society. These people 

think critically and their views challenge the authority of the community’s decision. (Critical rationalism and 

critical theory). These philosophers are social critics and innovators. 

 Political philosophy- This method of enquiry is concerned with a unique form of governance and political 

systems which are specially designed for the African administrators or leadership. This purely patriarchal in 

nature,  

 Pure philosophy- These African philosophers engage in empiricism, critical rationalism and existentialism. 

Proponents of African philosophy     [4] 

 Kwame Anthony Approub 

 Peter Budonrin 

 Amilcar Cabral 

 Frantz Fanon 

 John Mbiti 

 Kwame Gyekye 

 Paul Hountondji 

 Ngugi wa Thiong’o 

 Henry Odera Oruka 

 Leopold Senghon 

 Tsenay Serequeberhan 

 Kwasi Wiredu 

 Question 3 

 FIVE advantages of critical rationalism: 

 Critical rationalism- proposed we should question what we are told and we should carefully examine our own 

ideas. 

 Question asked: “Are we sure we are right?” 

 Believe that human beings can solve their problems by thinking clearly and discussing openly. 

 Focus on avoiding falsity. 

Advantages 

This philosophy helps us to: 

 Question and challenge what our leaders or people in position of authority tell us. 

 Accept what other people think and be more open to other people’s ideas 

 Analyse, evaluate, examine our own actions, opinions and behaviour carefully 
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 Be more accommodating, tolerating of other people’s actions, thereby increasing our knowledge/understanding 

of other people. 

 Solve problems logically, clearly and scientifically.  

      QUESTION 4 

 Logical Empiricism is also known as logical positivism.  

The three methods of enquiry consist of: 

 Linguistic analysis 

 Logical symbolism 

 Empiricism   

QUESTION 5 

List five main ideas of Hermeneutics: 

 It places great emphasis on listening and observing. 

 Claims that the individual’s life-experience influences the way he or she understand the world. 

 Affirms the importance of dialogue in arriving at an understanding of any issue. 

 It is anti-authoritarian. 

 It encourages the individual to create his or her own meaning and understanding. 

 

MAY/JUNE 2015 
 

Theoretical Framework s in Education (Educational Foundations) BED 

 
  

QUESTION

N 

CORRECT OPTION AND EXPLANATION 

1 Option 1 is correct because philosophers analyse words, symbols and facts (pp18) 

2 Option 2 is correct. Plato is the first Philosopher who demonstrated to his students that people need to 

understand and have clear meaning of words and statements (pp7) 

3 Option 1 is correct (pp16) 

4 Option 3 is correct (p16) 

5 Option 3 is correct. Critical rationalism encourages people to question everything they are told (pp36 

and 36) 

6 Option 1 is correct. Socrates, a Greek philosopher, who lives in Athens, was the first philosopher to 

challenge existing ideas and beliefs (pp28) and he was killed for that. 

7 Option 3 is correct. Education should encourage open mindedness and critical thinking (pp28) 

8 Option 1 is correct. Critical rationalism or scientific rationalism encourages open-mindedness and 

questioning (p28) 
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9 Option 2 is correct. Existentialism is the method of enquiry in philosophy that asks, “What is the 

meaning of life 

10 Option 2 is correct. Lewis R. Gordon asks the important question: “What is to be done in a world of 

nearly universal sense of superiority to, if not universal hatred of black folks?” (pp50) 

11 Option 2 is correct 

12 Option 3 is correct. Nihilism means “the philosophy of nothing”. It is the opposite of existentialism. 

Nihilists believe there is no purpose in life. (pp49) 

13 Option 3 is correct (p55) 

14 Option 3 is correct refer to page 57 

15 Option 2 is correct. African written philosophy goes back to the times of the Pharaohs (pp96) 

16 Option 1 is correct. Feminism claims that women have been and are denied basic human rights due to 

men’s hegemony in a patriarchal society (96) 

17 Option 1 is correct. Phenomenology asserts that human beings should not reduce people to things or 

objects by ignoring those huge areas of human experience which we cannot see or measure (pp100). 

This philosophy is essentially concerned with what it is that makes human being.  

18 Option 4 is correct. Feminism focuses on the view of creating a bigger place for women in the world 

and rejecting the view that women are inferior to men. 

19 Option 4 is correct. Critical theory claims that power structures do not just drive our economic and 

social life, they actually influence the way we think. (pp74) 
20 Option 3 is correct. Critical theory is concerned with changing a system or beating the system (pp73) 

21 Option 2 is correct. Critical theory realistically assess power, identify those who don’t and identify 

weakness in existing power relations (pp80) 
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22 Option 1 is correct. Phenomenology asks: “Who am l?” and “Who is this ‘I’ that constantly interacts with the 

world around me? (pp.106) 

23 Option 4 is correct. Phenomenology claims that human beings and the world interact with each other the whole 

time, the one influencing the other. (pp.99) 

24 Option 4 is correct. According to phenomenology people need to connect with the real world, that is to say, 

physical world and other human beings. Therefore if a person is to be real he/she must have a deep emotional 

connection with other human beings. 

25 Option 4 is correct. Hermeneutics is a method of enquiry in philosophy that focuses on signs and symbols and how 

we interpret them. (pp.114) 

26 Option 3 is correct. Hermeneutics asks: “How do we discover or create meaning?” This also refers to how we 

understand and interpret the different kinds of symbols we meet or come across in our life. (pp.114) 

27 Option 4 is correct. Hermeneutics is concerned with how people discover or arrive to an understanding of a 

phenomenon. 

28 Option 3 is correct. Modernism believes that the perfect or ideal world must be ruled by science/reason and 

technology. (pp.131) 
29 Option 3 is correct. 

30 Option 4 is correct. Post-modernism focuses on the failure of science to solve people’s problems, it also examine 

the power of individuals over the individual and human beings’ inner needs which cannot be satisfied by science 

and technology. 
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SECTION B 

QUESTION 1 

STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED BEFORE WRITING THE ESSAY 

 Analyse the key words and the cognitive demands of the question. 

 Key words which contain the demands of the question: Critical rationalists; 

commenting critically. 

In this question you are asked to write down the ideas, beliefs and philosophy of critical 

rationalists. 

 At the same time you must point out the strength or advantages and failures or weaknesses of 

this method of enquiry. 

Brainstorm and plan 

 List down points for and against the topic. 

 Indicate why it is proper or ethical to question everything we are told. 

 Also indicate why it is not proper to critical at times (disadvantage) 

 

 

 

A model essay 

Introduction must contain the following facts: 

 Explain the philosophy of critical rationalism also known as scientific rationalism 

 The key idea is that critical rationalism is a philosophy which encourages questioning 

and open-mindedness through debates/discussions. 

 It is anti-dogmatic and anti-authoritarian 

 It advocates for democratic processes as opposed to dictatorship and authoritarianism. 

 The whole idea is that it makes people to make sure that they do not believe in a fable 

idea. 

Critical rationalists ask one simple question: “Are we sure we are right?” 

Indicate that this view has its own fair share of advantages and disadvantages or strengths and 

weaknesses. 
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The body (Content) 

Must contain the advantages/strengths or positive aspects of critical rationalism. 

 The philosophy helps people to be assertive, critical and promote open-mindedness. 

Human beings in a society are encouraged not to accept what the politicians, culture 

and media put across to them without questioning the ideas. Hence it is not reliable to 

rely on our leaders’ ideas only for they may be false. 

 To avoid falsity all ideas, suggestions or prescriptions coming our way from politicians, 

religion, culture and media must be critically analysed. People should not trust 

politicians too much. 

 The philosophy also helps people in different power relations to be more tolerant and 

accommodating. Through critical rationalism the people with hegemonic power will 

not take their subordinates for a ride, since they would know that people would question 

and hold them accountable. 

 People with power will be more open to what other people think. By and large, critical 

rationalism plays a crucial role in promoting true democracy where everyone would 

play a part in the political affairs of the country or community. 

 In the absence of critical rationalism, people would be subjected to autocratic and 

dictatorship regimes. 

 Critical rationalism promotes a problem-solving attitude in our community. Through 

trial and error, humanity will question the current methods of bringing solutions to 

current problems. Through that process new methods of solving problems would 

emerge. 

 

 

 

On the other hand, critical rationalism has its own fair share of weaknesses or failings: 

 It prohibits people to make quick decisions since they would be need for more to debate 

issues. 

 It does not help people to pick out hypocrisy and dishonesty inherent in some people 

during some debates. Some people would be more articulate hence they will entice 

other people to believe their ideas which might be false. 

 Due to divergent thinking, critical rationalism breeds a lot of conflict in our 

communities thereby making people insecure. 

 Critical rationalism does not address spiritual matters. For example, it cannot help 

people to find the meaning of life and solve the problem of suffering. 
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Conclusion 

Summarise your essay and indicate your view or opinion with regards to critical rationalism. 

Take a stance and briefly substantiate or support it. 

 

 

 

QUESTION 2 

FIVE MAIN IDEAS OF HERMENTICS 

Briefly define this method of inquiry: The method of enquiry in philosophy that examines 

symbols and the meaning of symbols. 

Main Ideas  

 Emphasises the importance of listening and observing. 

 Claims that the individual’s life-experience influences the way we understand the 

world. 

 It stresses the importance of dialogue in order for people to understand an issue/idea 

 It is anti-authoritarian that is to say it is pro-democracy and against hegemony and 

dictatorship. 

 It encourages an individual to create his or her own meaning and understanding. 

NOTE: Present your answer in paragraph form. Discuss and explain each idea with examples 

and explanations. You get full marks if you are logical and coherent in your presentation. 

QUESTION 3 

3.1 How would you define modernism?     

 The method of enquiry in philosophy which believes that the perfect world must be 

avoided or controlled purely by science and technology. In actual fact modernists 

believe that science and technology can solve all our problems. 

  3.2 What does post-modernism tell us?   (2) 

 Postmodernism tells us that there must be something else besides science and 

technology that can fix things. 

    3.3 Two aspects of the human condition that postmodernists examine?    (2) 

 The way in which people see themselves 

 The failure of science to solve problems. 

 Our inner needs 
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 The power of institutions over the individual. 

 Mental anguish and mental illness 

 Whether technology is morally neutral. 

(ANY TWO IDEAS) 

3.4 Two thinkers associated with postmodernism (2) 

 Jacques Derrida 

 Michael Foucault 

 Jean Bandrillard 

 Jacques Lacan 

(ANY TWO ABOVE)   

 3.5 Where does postmodernism fail?   (2) 

 It may encourage destructive behaviour such as drug dependency. 

 It did not give us any alternatives to science as a way forward. 

 It underestimates the need for disciplined effort in any human endeavour. 

 It can lead to despair. 

 It is elitist. It does not use simple language which can be understood by uneducated 

people. 

(ANY TWO ABOVE) 

 

QUESTION 4 

4.1 Three forms of social and political communalism developed in the era of post-

colonialism 

 Julius Nyerere of Tanzania put forward the philosophy of ujamaa. 

 Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia’s ideas of Zambian humanism. 

 Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and Sekou Toure of Guinea put forward the idea of 

scientific socialism. 

 Leopold Senghor of Senegal put forward the idea of Negritude 

 Steve Biko of South Africa put forward the philosophy of Black Consciousness. 

4.2 FOUR ADVANTAGES OF AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY 

 It helps to bring peace, love and harmony, hence, it is seen as a philosophy which builds 

communities. 

 It encourages human beings to be more humble and tolerant. 

 It helps people to understand their personalities and of the people around them. 

 It helps us to appreciate or understand the mystery or abstract concepts in African 

religion. 
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 It re-examine the need and importance of African tradition, beliefs and ethos in solving 

societal challenges. 

       (ANY FOUR ABOVE) 

QUESTION 5 

5.1 THREE CATEGORIES OF PHENOMENOLOGY 

 Phenomenology of the self 

 Social phenomenology 

 Cosmic phenomenology 

5.2 THE CONCEPT OF FALSITY ACCORDING TO PHENOMENOLOGY 

 Falsity means to deceive, to misrepresent or to distort the real world. 

 All forms of phenomenology focus on the real world. 

 Falsity includes: 

 Individual pretence, hypocrisy, propaganda and prejudice. For example, your 

friend may pretend to be good and sweet while in actual fact he or she is a wolf 

wearing the sheep’s skin. 

 Social falsity – e.g. everyone in your neighbourhood may conduct themselves 

as rich and well-furnished but in reality they are languishing in poverty. 
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OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2015 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS IN EDUCATION 

SECTION A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

 

QUESTION  CORRECT OPTION  AND 

EXPLANATION 

1 Option 1 is correct. Linguistic analysis is 

concerned with the question: What is the 

meaning of this word or sentence? 

(pp.16) 

2 Option 1 is correct. Linguistic analysis 

claims that , if we fail to solve a problem, 

it means we are dealing with a false 

problem or a meaningless set of words 

(pp.16) 

3 Option 4 is correct. Linguistic analysis, 

Logical symbolism and Empiricism 

together formed the school of British 

philosophy known as Logical Empiricism 

or Logical Positivism. 

4 Option 3 is correct. Critical rationalists 

believe we should question what we are 

told and that we should carefully examine 

or evaluate ideas given to us through 

education (pp.33). 
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5 Option 4 is correct. Critical rationalism is 

anti-dogmatic and anti-authoritarian 

(pp.28). 

6 Option 3 is correct. Critical rationalism 

focuses on avoiding falsity (pp. 29). 

7 Option 3 is correct. The probing question 

in black existentialism is: What is to be 

done in a world of nearly universal sense 

of superiority to, if not universal hatred 

of, black folk? (pp.50). 

8 Option 4 is correct. Existentialism is a 

method of enquiry in philosophy that 

asks: What is the meaning of life? 

(pp.45). 

9 Option 3 is correct. Refer to the 

explanation given in question 8 above. 

10 Option 3 is correct. Ujamaa is a socialist 

system of village cooperation based on 

equality of opportunity and self-help. 

This system was established in Tanzania 

in the 1960s.  Ujamaa is a Swahili word 

which means family-hood. 

11 Option 1 is correct. African philosophy 

consists of four methods of enquiry, 

namely: ethnic philosophy, sage or 

wisdom philosophy, political philosophy 

and pure philosophy. 

12 Option 3 is correct. African philosophy 

has its roots in a spoken or oral tradition 

(pp.56). 

13 Option 2 is correct. African feminism 

focuses on the struggles of African 

women to create a space of independence 

and dignity out of a triple layer of 

oppression ….. (pp.86). 

14 Option 3 is correct. The triple layers of 

oppression were created by colonial, 

Western patriarchal and African 

patriarchal cultures (pp.86). 

15 Option 4 is correct. All forms of feminism 

focus on creating a bigger place for 

women in the world (pp.84). 

16 Option 1 is correct. Systems theory sees 

things as whole rather than splitting 

things into parts (pp.68). 

17 Option 4 is correct. 
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18 Option 1 is correct. Critical theory 

believes that any form of power structure 

is dangerous and destructive (pp.74). 

19 Option 4 is correct. Phenomenology asks: 

Who am I? And who is this “I” that 

constantly interacts with the world 

around me? (pp. 106). 

20 Option 1 is correct. Refer to question 19 

above for substantial explanation and 

justification. 

21 Option 2 is correct. Phenomenology is 

essentially concerned with what it is that 

makes people who they are as human 

beings (pp.100). 

22 Option 3 is correct. Hermeneutics is a 

method of enquiry in philosophy that 

examines symbols and the meaning of 

symbols 9pp.116). 

23 Option 1 is correct. Hermeneutics 

emphasise the importance of listening 

and observing (pp.114). 

24 Option 4 is correct. Hermeneutics is a 

method of enquiry in philosophy that 

focuses on symbols and how we interpret 

them (pp.114). 

25 Option 3 is correct. Modernism believes 

that the ideal world will be a world ruled 

by reason or science and technology 

(pp.131). 

26 Option 4 is correct. Postmodernism is a 

response to the bewildering world of 

technology and virtual reality (pp.139). 

27 Option 2 is correct. Postmodernism 

examines the failure of science and 

technology to solve all the problems 

people face (pp.134). 

28 Option 4 is correct. Critical theorists 

believe that we shall never experience 

happiness while we continue to be 

dominated by powerful people and 

powerful economic systems that trap 

humanity (pp.74). 

29 Option 2 is correct. Feminism encourages 

women and men to re-examine their value 

systems (pp.95). 
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30 Option 2 is correct. African philosophy is 

mainly a response to the problems and 

troubles of Africa and the domination of 

Western philosophy (pp.58). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SECTION B: ESSAY QUESTION 

SUGGESTIONS FOR ANSWERING THIS QUESTION 

 Answer the question in continuous and coherent paragraph form. 

 Your answer must have an introduction, body and conclusion. 

 Make use of logical connectors or connecting devices so as to enhance coherence and 

cohesion in your essay. 

 The essay must be 2-3 pages long. 

A MODEL RESPONSE TO THE ESSAY QUESTION 

African philosophy is an indigenous knowledge system which portrays the African way of 

viewing life as well as the best way of living on mother earth. In a nutshell, the main purpose 

of African philosophy is to respond to the problems and challenges faced by Africans in an 
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African way. By and large, African philosophers seek to reverse the subjection, dominance and 

hegemony of Western philosophy in Africa. African philosophers also enthusiastically desire 

to disapprove the Western belief that Africans are unable to develop a scientific and rational or 

logical culture. These philosophers confront the question: What does it mean to say, “I am 

African?” 

In a bid to popularise African philosophy African thinkers find expression in the spoken or oral 

tradition. These philosophers derive much of their philosophy from African proverbs, idioms, 

folklores and traditions. In its form and structure, African philosophy consists of four methods 

of enquiry such as ethnic philosophy, sage or wisdom philosophy, political philosophy and 

pure philosophy. 

Ethnic philosophy consists of African religious and moral beliefs prevalent in the African 

continent. This method of enquiry comprises of people’s view of life and Africa’s ability to 

criticise its own traditions. More importantly, this philosophy looks at the whole experience of 

human beings, hence, it is considered to be holistic and inclusive. 

Sage or wisdom philosophy is the product of wise and far-sighted individuals in African 

communities. These individuals are greater thinkers who can think critically and logically. 

Wisdom philosophers are critical thinkers as well as critical rationalists. They put across views 

which challenge community leadership’s authority, decisions and leadership style. These 

philosophers are basically, social critics and innovators who drive the change and 

transformation agenda in their communities. 

On the other hand, Africa has a unique and distinct political philosophy. This philosophy 

accepts the status quo. The philosophers do not challenge power structures, hence such a 

philosophy do not encourage critical thinking. Patriachialism and dominance of male lineages 

which exclude women in the political affairs of African communities illustrates how African 

politics uphold male dominance and exclusion of women in the public spheres. This philosophy 

is different from capitalist, socialist or communist political philosophies which emerged from 

the Western and Eastern parts of the world. Julius Nyerere’s philosophy of Ujamaa practised 

in Tanzania is a good example of African political philosophy. 

Furthermore, African philosophers also engage in pure philosophy which is related to Western 

methods of enquiry. African philosophers engage in empiricism, critical rationalism and 

existentialism. 

The central idea in African philosophy is ubuntuism. Ubuntuism addresses the question of what 

really is a human being in an African context. The main proposition of the philosophy of 

Ubuntu is that a human being is a human being through other human beings. Through this 

philosophy, Africans are encouraged to be friendlier, tolerant accommodating and cooperative 

in their day to day life. Ubuntu recognises that a human being self exists and only develop only 

in a relationship with other people around him or her. Personality traits such as caring, sharing, 

forgiveness and reconciliation are some of the major examples which are overt in the practice 

of ubuntuism. 
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African philosophy in general and the philosophy of Ubuntu in particular have several 

advantages as they help to bring peace, love, harmony and tranquillity in African communities. 

African communities realise stability and progress through the spirit of cooperation advocated 

by African philosophy. Positive characters and personalities will be moulded since African 

philosophy encourages people to be more humble, down-to-earth and considerate of other 

people’s plight. In the process people understand their inner-self and purpose of existence. 

More importantly, Africans would value and appreciate their culture, norms, values, beliefs 

and traditions. In other words the use of indigenous solutions is emphasised at the expense of 

borrowed Western philosophies. 

Nevertheless, African philosophy has a plethora of disadvantages or failures. The fact that it 

does not challenge power structures makes it less appealing. In a nutshell, the philosophy 

advocates for authoritarianism or dictatorship at the expense of more liberal philosophy of 

democracy. Furthermore, African promotes hegemony and subjection of certain groups of 

people since it does not encourage critical rationalism or thinking. By and large, the needs of 

the individual person are ignored by over emphasising communalism and cooperation at the 

expense of an individual’s needs. This philosophy does not help humanity in some instances 

since it tolerates barbaric and cruel superstitious practices such burning of witches. 

To sum it all, it is crucial to note that African philosophy is a form of existentialism which 

humanity cannot ignore. Human beings are made rational and civilised through the ubuntuism 

which has been popularised by African philosophy. Throughout this essay the writer postulated 

that African philosophy has four distinct methods of enquiry. In a nutshell, African philosophy 

has both advantages and weaknesses but more importantly the positive aspects of this 

philosophy bring substantial harmony in our communities. 

SECTION C 

QUESTION 1 

Describe ways in which rationalism can help us and fail us [10]. 

Critical rationalism is the method of enquiry in philosophy that encourages human beings to 

scrutinise, question and critically examine or evaluate whatever we are told before we accept 

or implement the ideas. In a way human beings should not over trust whatever ideas the media, 

our leaders or politicians disseminate to us. Questioning prevents human beings from avoiding 

falsity or false ideas which are full of lies, hypocrisy and deceit. Truth is an essential element 

in rationalism. 

In reality rationalism has both advantages and disadvantages.   

Rationalism helps humanity in a number of ways. First and foremost, this method of enquiry 

helps people critically analyse what people in authority tell people to do. If politicians know 

that the people they lead are not gullible they would not take them for a ride. Infact rationalism 

promotes good governance and accountability since people in position of authority would have 

to the electorate about their deeds. Fear of criticism and questioning will promote honestiness 

in leadership. 
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Secondly, rationalism allows people to be more open as well as accommodate other people’s 

views and opinions. Without rationalism other people will dominate and subject other people 

to their line of thinking. By and large, rationalism accommodates every person’s essential 

freedoms. A person would say anything without any form of fear. Through rationalism health 

debates and discussions can be conducted without any restrictions. 

Furthermore, rationalism helps people to be solve problems their encounter in life. Education 

promotes rationalism hence the products would be critical thinkers who would come out with 

solutions to solve societal problems. 

More importantly, rationalism helps people to be more tolerant and understanding. 

On the other hand, rationalism does not help people to male quick decisions whenever they are 

needed. People might argue and argue wasting precious time before reaching a consensus. 

Rationalism does not help humanity to find the meaning of life. It focuses much on the mind 

rather than on the soul and spirit. The method of enquiry does not lean on religion hence some 

arguments pursued may be meaningless and divorced from reality. 

Rationalism does not help humanity to deal with people who are dishonesty. 

This method of enquiry does not help people to feel safe and secure. 

Above all, it does not solve the problem of suffering. 

QUESTION 2 

2.1 Politics of gender is essentially the difference between men and women in a given 

society with regards to rights, obligations and entitlements.  

By and large, this term refers to the inequalities in gender power relations between men and 

women which are structured around notions of masculinity and femininity. 

2.2 Three issues all forms of feminism focus on: 

 Stereotyping 

 Creating a bigger place for women in the world. 

 Rejecting the view that women are inferior to men. 

2.3 Black women interpret feminism as: 

 The struggle of African women to create a space of independency and dignity out of a 

triple layer of oppression (oppressions created by colonial, Western patriarchal and 

African patriarchal cultures). 

 A movement to liberate them from patriarchal social structures and oppression by men. 

A movement which challenges patriarchal cultures. 

 Male-female complementarity in overcoming discrimination. 

 Changes in sexual division of labour in society. 
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2.4 African feminism is also called “The women’s movement in Africa.” or The sisterhood of 

Africa. 

QUESTION 3 

3.1 Linguistic analysis 

This is a method of enquiry in philosophywhich concentrates on trying to find the exact 

meaning of words or sentences. This method of enquiry claims that if people fail to solve a 

problem they would be dealing with a false problem or a meaningless set of words. By and 

large, this philosophy is concerned with the question: “What is the meaning of this word or 

sentence?” 

3.2 Logical symbolism is – the philosophical movement which focused on linguistic analysis 

as well as on logic in order to expose truth and decide if an argument is valid. 

3.3 Empiricism is the method of enquiry in philosophy that argues that experience gained 

through the five senses gives us the most reliable form of information. This philosophy claims 

that all true knowledge is based on what we can experience for ourselves. Over and above all, 

empiricism is concerned with establishing the truth by means of scientific testing. Empiricism 

tests or checks to see whether what is claimed to be true is confirmed by the way we experience 

the world through our senses. Key question asked by empiricists is: “How do I know if 

something is true?” 

 

QUESTION 4 

4.1 Four characteristics that make the work of critical theorists 

Critical theory is the method of enquiry in philosophy which questions existing social, political 

and economic systems.  

 The critical theory believes that the ultimate objective is the emancipation of man from 

oppression and exploitation. It refers to the self-conscious critique that is aimed  at 

change and emancipation through enlightment and does not cling dogmatically to the 

status quo.Critical theorists want the school to be  

 Critical theorists believe that any form of power structure is dangerous and destructive. 

Critical theory sees the school as a place where different groups are in conflict.  The 

theorists argue that many structures in contemporary society, including educational 

institutions, are used by powerful groups to control those who lack power. Furthermore, 

the power holders seek to impose their knowledge, beliefs and values on those who lack 

economic and political power. Hence, power structures are ideological as they affect 

the way human beings think. 

 Marxism as a form of critical theory wants to abolish or destroy all forms of inequalities 

of wealth and social inequalities. 

 Calls for social justice 

 Radical criticism of the social and economic inequalities of the society 
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 Michel Foucault claimed that by insisting that people follow rules and regulations, 

institutions force people to be artificial. 

4.2 Proponents of critical theory: 

 Jesus of Nazareth 

 Karl Marx 

 Gautama Buddha 

 Michel Foucault 

 Paul Freire 

 Frantz Fanon 

 Amilcar Cabral 

(ANY TWO ABOVE) 
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MAY/JUNE 2016 MEMORANDUM 
QUESTION CORRECT OPTION AND 

EXPLANATION 

1 Option 3 is correct. The question empiricists 

ask is: “How do l know if something is 

true?”(pp.19). 

2 Option is 3 correct. People who promote 

empiricism tend to be critical of the claims of 

religion and Marxism (pp.21). 

3 Option 3 is correct. Postmodernism helps us 

to re-assess the quality of our lives (pp.137). 

4 Option 3 is correct. Modernism believes that 

the ideal world will be a world ruled by 

reason and technology (pp.131). 

5 Option 2 is correct (pp.144). 

6 Option 4 is correct (pp.144). 

7 Option 1 is correct (pp.144). 

8 Option 2 is correct (pp.116). 

9 Option 4 is correct. Hermeneutics is very 

similar to existentialism (pp.114). 

10 Option 4 is correct. Postmodernism do not 

have any connection with modernism 

(pp.135). 

11 Option 4 is correct. Phenomenology 

addresses the question: Who am l? (pp.99). 

12 Option 2 is correct. The teacher in 

existentialist education is there to provide 

pathways for students to explore their own 

values, meanings and choices. In order to do 

this, learners need to be aware of many 

options and choices as possible; they need to 

feel empowered and free to determine their 

own values and identities and they need a 

multiplicity of experiences to enhance their 

self-awareness. 

13 Option 1 is correct. Phenomenology claims 

that our biggest challenge is to confront 

ourselves in all our ambiguities and 

complexity and this helps us to get to the real 

me (pp.106). 

14 Option 2 is correct. Phenomenology claims 

that human beings and the world interact with 

each other (pp.99). 

15 Option 1 is correct. Refer to page 68. 
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16 Option 3 is correct. Political theory or critical 

theory is concerned with radically changing 

a system through questioning it (pp.73). 

17 Option 2 is correct. System theory sees things 

as whole rather than splitting things into parts 

(pp.68). 

18 Option 1 is correct (pp.73). 

19 Option 1 is correct (pp.94). 

20 Option 1 is correct. Phenomenology also 

believes that we must be careful not to let 

other people rule us and drive us away from 

ourselves (pp.99). 

21 Option 1 is correct. Feminism is a movement 

which brings about women emancipation or 

liberation. 

22 Option 1 is correct. The women’s movement 

in Africa is also referred to as the sisterhood 

of Africa (pp.68). 

23 Option 1 is correct (pp.57). 

24 Option 2 is correct (pp.56). 

25 Option 3 is correct (pp.58). 

26 Option 2 is correct (pp.55). 

27 Option 2 is correct. African philosophy help 

people to be more humble (pp.58). 

28 Option 1 is correct (pp.55). 

29 Option 1 is correct (pp.49). 

30 Option 1 is correct (pp.49). 

 

SECTION B 

QUESTION 1 

1.1 Marxism is the most famous version of critical theory (pp.74). 

1.2 African philosophy builds communities through ubuntuism while Western philosophy 

values materialism and individualism (pp.57). 

1.3 Ubuntu means a human being is a human being through other human beings (pp.57). 

1.4 Systems theory. 

1.5 Phenomenology. 

1.6 Three categories of phenomenology: 

 Phenomenology of the self (Who am l?) 

 Social phenomenology (who and what is my community?) 

 Cosmic phenomenology (our place in the universe) (pp.99). 

1.7 Logical empiricism is also known as logical empiricism (pp.22). 

QUESTION 2 
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Hermeneutics as a philosophy is a method of enquiry that focuses on symbols, words and 

sentences as well as how human beings can interpret and understand them. 

The following philosophers supported hermeneutics: 

 Carl Jung 

 Hans-Georg Gadamer 

 Martin Heidegger 

 John Mbiti 

 NgugiwaThiongó 

 Cain Hope Felder 

Hermeneutics propagated or believe in the following ideas: 

 The importance of listening and observing. 

 The individual’s life-experience influence influences the way he or she understand the 

world. 

 Affirms the importance of dialogue in arriving at an understanding of any issue. 

 It is anti-authoritarian and encourages the individual to create his or her own meaning 

and understanding. 

Hermeneutics has the following failings or disadvantages for humanity: 

 It cannot help human beings to define problems. 

 It cannot help us to overcome injustice. 

 It cannot help us to be decisive. 

 It does not help us to take action. 

 It cannot help us to be more logical. 

QUESTION 3 

3.1 Linguistic analysis 

This is a method of enquiry in philosophy that concentrates on trying to find the exact meaning 

of words and sentences. 

Ludwing Wittgenstein, Bertrand Russell and AJ Ayer are the key proponents of this method of 

enquiry. 

Linguistic analysis claims that all problems human beings encounter can be solved if the 

meaning of words, symbols and sentences is understood. Therefore, people cannot solve their 

problems if they are dealing with a false problem or a meaningless set of words. Therefore, 

linguistic analysis is a method of arriving at truth. 

In their enquiry linguistic analysis philosophers focused on three things: logic, linguistic 

meaning and verifiable facts. They tried to put forward an explanation which postulate how 

and why human beings know that a statement is true, false or meaningless. More importantly, 

they closely analysed how language worked and establish what a fact is. 
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In a nutshell, linguistic and analysis help human beings to think more clearly and be precise in 

what they say or utter. In addition, this method of enquiry identify or pick out hidden meanings 

or inferences in arguments. By and large, this method helps people, to be more conscious of 

manipulation in all forms of propaganda, including the mass media and political rhetoric. 

3.2 Logical symbolism 

This is a philosophical analysis which focused on linguistic analysis and also logical or rational 

thinking in order to arrive at the basic structure of truth. 

3.3 Empiricism 

The philosophy which claims that all true knowledge is based on what we can experience for 

ourselves. It argues that experience is gained through the traditional five senses for it to be the 

most reliable form of information. 

3.4 The most popular supporter of linguistic analysis is Bertrand Russell or AJ Ayer. 

QUESTION 4 

4.1 Three main ideas of existentialism  

 Human beings should not believe that there is one meaning to life. Therefore, the 

meaning of life is relative or subjective. 

 Human beings should decide for themselves what life is about. 

 Modern institutions, distorted human life and the innocence of the human soul. 

4.2 The concept of Nihilism 

Nihilism is a philosophy which believes that there is no purpose in life and there is no such 

thing as the soul. It is a philosophy of nothingness and the vanity of life. 

4.3 Two supporters of existentialism 

 Michael Foucault 

 The Dalai Lama 

 Thomas Moore 

QUESTION 5 

5.1 Modernism is a method of enquiry in philosophy which claims that science and technology 

can fix all human problems. On the other hand, postmodernism is the antithesis of modernism 

in that it claims that science and technology cannot solve all problems human beings face. So 

postmodernism is a response to the inadequacy of modernism. 

5.2 Conditions of human life postmodernism examines 

 The way in which we see ourselves. 

 The failure of science to solve problems. 

 The power of large, modern institutions (schools, large business organisations, 

hospitals, media etc.) over the individual. 
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 Our inner needs. 

 Criminality and delinquency. 

5.3 philosophies related to postmodernism 

 Phenomenology (Who are we?) 

 Hermeneutics (Hermeneutics believe symbols and images speak to us.) 

 Empiricism (What is actually going on?) 

 Some form of feminism (Feminism asks: who says the male is the norm?)   

 

 

 


